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French was added to the early childhood curriculum at
the New School in Fayetteville; Arkansas, after,a review of the.
/itnrature on the subject indicated potential beneEicial effects of
teaChing foreign languages to young children. Some of the advantages
to be gained by the children were greater readiness for schoD1 wark
in general, greater creative-abilities, an. increase.in the level of
gensral'intelligence and improvement in general verbal 'ability.. The'
children were Zivided into-ten groups with a maximum of eight-in each
group. Four groups-of kindergartners hal French lessons for half an
hour a day, ihree days a week,,and six groups of pte-schoolers hal
fifteen minutes of instruction per.Yeet. Using visaal,aids ta
-reinfDr:ce verbal cues, the children were.first taught simple yorls
and then sentence utterances. It was found that this foreign language
experience improved intangibles, such as general verbal acquisition
skills, and that elements of the established curriculdm were
strengthened and reinforced. Three samale lessons are outlined:
ColDrs,.Animals and Bing (a review game similar to Bingo). (CFM)
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Foreign Languages At th

e-School Level

Raymond Eichmann and James F.-Ford
University of Arkansas, Fayetteville

In spite of .recent improvements in its economic situation and

outlook, the state of Arkansas is still lagging behind many other states

not only in foreign language education but also in awareness of foreign

cultures.

A few years ago, the opening of the Arkansas river aS' a navigable

94nnel to the sea, has,geared the business community toward a new con,

1-sciousness of foreign opportunities.

Contrary to expectations such new

opportunities have given rise only to speculations and hopes about a renewed

interest in foreign languages in the state.

In effect, with the exception

of a relatively few large ur an areas, Arkansas is still characterized by

rural and urban poverty and no marked improvement has been noticed in foreign

language interest.' More importantly\ the state's geographical position has

2
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contributed to its relative isolation regarding the envigorating
Cs

)

contact with other cultural groups which often have acted as bridges.

across-disparate cultures in ather places within this proverbial

"shrinkingworld".

Arkansas has no Chicano population and does not benefit from a

diverse cultural heritage as do the New England states or other areas

which have kept some of their traditions, customs or ancestral identities.

The proximity to Louisiana has not offered any appreciable improvement

in this dificiency:

Arkansawyers have looked upon Cajuns as colorful,

odd and backward characters who .have very little to offer culturally.\

Although perhaps to a lesser extent than before, it still might be
t.

true to characterize Arkansas-as being inflicted with what one local

educator has called a "lack of vitalizing contact with other cultures...

and of mutual contacts between our several sulicultures" which has ref)

suited in a "strongly limiting kind of provincialism:

a large number

of Arkansawyers may be properly said to be culturally and liguistically

3
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These statements,not meant to be disparaging especially in times
0

when isolationism andback-tobasicness seem to be experiencing a sort

of.reViVal

are,neCessary in order to set the baCkground for the im-

portance of a foreign language experience at the New School:in Fayette,

Ville, Arkansas.

The experiment

°observing because of two reasons:

is of great interest and is worthwhile

pre-schoolers have less native

language,interference than older students,,a matter,of conse4uence

since'many approaches to foreign ranguage teaching are gearing their

efforts toward minimizing the negative effects of that interference;

and more appropriately, hOwever, the pre-schoolers are living through

a privileged acquaintance, houever short and concise this acquaintance .

may be, where thef" innate provincialism and the natural ethnocentricities

f that age are already being rechanneled toward a more mature awareness

of the existence of other people and cultures and to a more accurate

perception of their awn developing language.

It is the realistic hope
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that this early experience will be a formative one for future language

endeavors and, more significantly, will help ghape present and future

views of varying cultures, behaviors, belief patterns and attitudes.

Fayetteville has always been more fortunate than other parts of

.the state because of the intellectual input into the cOMmunity provided

by the University.

In other respects, however, it'is still a,rural

town, surrounded by agricultural communities and isolated in the Ozarks

mountains.
.

.

The New School was founded, as a non-profit corporation-in 1971
,

)

by a group of parents, teachers and other Tesidents who were interested

in establishingachild-care facility which would provide the best

possible.educational advantages for pre-school children.

For the nost

part, it can be said that the school's stUdents cote from educated

.

parents. It cannot be aSsumed, however, that the students belong to

an economic elite.

On the contrary, most students-are Children of

university students or drop-outs, and 40% of the student body can be

'(Fetd,EichMann)

considered poor by federal government standards.

5

While we are not

describing an elitist institution, it is fair,-to say that most children

come from homes where attention is giyen to them generously.

regards

to

With .

foreign language learning, no motivation from the home

was expected or effected; only class-room experiences could be counted

on.

Since its philosophy was that f9Tning should be a pleasurable
4

experience, the New Schobl's teacfiers were mostly recruited according

to backgrouncain which gratification, immediate reinforcement and

confidence-building were an integral.part of their teaching methodoibgies.

Indeed, most teachers had worked with Headstart anSwith special education

projects.

Such experiences and methodologies were transposed to the

New School in general and to the teaching of a foteign-language in

particular:
a

While generally.the interest in teaching foreign ltnguages in the

elementary school has waned, the question of'whether an early foreign

language expereince may be educationally beneficiza remains to be

6
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Those who extolled the virtues of FLES during the sixties

answered.

were primarily interested in theeffects of a sequential program upon

the achievement in the same langua6 when continued through junior and

senior high school.

Nbst of the research i,upporting the establishment of

FLES programs was reviewed by Donahue (1969), herself a FLES educator.2

The FLES writing during this period attempted to establish*that 1) there was

aft optimlim early, age for-beginning foreiga language study; 2) an early

t fareign language experience had no detrimental effect on first language
1

development; and 3) a FLES experience improves achievement in the same

language in secondary school.

Donahue

(1969) summarized her review of

_

the literature concluding that "Second language learning among young
/I

children, while causing no interference with achievement in the basic

skills, promotes superior progress in high school language study and

results in a significantly higher gain in mental maturity than that

realized in the same period by non-FLES students,"

3

There exists a

.substantial body of literature on early language learning which supports

7
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the contention that first language development is not retarded by 'an
e

early foreign language experience.

4

Stern offers a convincing argument

which refutes the claim sometimes made that monolinguals are intellectually

superior to bilinguals.

He believes that the early childhood Curriculum

would be enhanced.by the addition of a foreign language experience.5

Therb is conflicting evidence regarding the effects of FLES on

a&devement i

the same language in secondary, school.

011er and Nagato

(1974) maintain that research shows little support for an early beginning

in foreign language study.

They claim that Donahue's review of the research

literature is distorted and that her conclusions are not supported by the
P

results of the research on which they are based; These authors offer the

results of ,their own research into this question which show that significant

advantages of FLES over non-FLES s-b.idents at the 7th and 9th gfade.level

dissa2eared by the llth grade leve1.6

It is the conflicting evidence of tle

research cited here glat we wish to avoid.

While many of us may consider

a sequential FLES progran,leading into secondary school quite desirable,

8

.

.
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we fully realize that for most school situations it is simply not

feasible, .regardless,of what research might tell us.

The question of the optimum age for beginning a second language is

at least of secondary importance to our discussion.

Those involved

directly or indirectly in the inplementation of"FLES.progrqms are familiar^

with Penfield's theory regarding the "plasticity of the uncommitted cortex"
-

of the

4

child's brain during the period of first language acquistion.

Penfield maintained that the child is especially susceptible to the

eriod, and,that this foreign

learning,of tws,or more languages during this

language learning opportunity should be a part of his :arly Jducation,

iireferably between the ages of four and ten.

7

Persky also believes that

children enter int, a "bilingual age" during first languhe acquisition and

r,that this bilingual gift begins to gradually disappear by,age twelve.8

Stern (1970) confirms the conclusions of Penfield and Persky by stating that

"the language acquisition device is.a maturational phenomenon of infancy
0.

and childhood, Which gradually atrophies as the organism reaches maturity."

Regarding the acquisition of correct pronunciation

9

there is an abundance

9

.
.

. e

(Fora
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of evidence which supports an early beginning in foreign language stud;.10
A
,

Most impdrtant to-this discussion,is the consideration of.the

possible ancillary effects of'an early foreign lawage experience.

Be-

,

cause of the seeming major importance.of the questions discussed tove

the extra-skill benefits .of early foreign language study were overshadoked

or completely'obliqued in the literature of the sixties.. Following Peal
er

and Lambert's pioneering study (1962) relating bilingualism to measures of

intelligence,ll. Landry hypothesized that "Second language learning at thia

elementary school.level results in an increased development of the potential

creativity of,children."

.

12

-

'On the basis of his research, Landry concludes

that the learning of a second language during early childhood'education

should "be viewed as one form of enriched experience which results in the
"13

development'of more of the divergent thinking abilitities of he individual.

In a current review of the literature the authors have found ro

z/

evidence which conflicts with*Landry's conclusions and have found some

evidence which supports an early foreielangauge experience on graunds

10

.
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,Barik and Swain found that Children

other than those mentioqed above-.
..

r:
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7. who are involved in an early foreign. ariguage.experience s ow a greater:-'.
.
.

readiness for schodl work in general.
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warranted, if indeed a n early foreign langage experience can coniribute

.

.

uniquely_to the creative abilities or the general intelligence Of
A

American children, then everychool community.should seriously consider

the feasibility of some type

a

foreign ldnguage experience as an in/egral

part of eSrly childhOod education:

Buxbaum suggests that the ability to
;

r

speak and to enunciate a foreign language is a form'of speech symp1omato1ogy-

-6.nd, that ii can be employed as a defense mechariism to reinforce repression
.

15

and weaken the strength of the superego.

Such a statementilas enticing ,

possibiliies Oen applied at the pre-school level, especially when

psychological difficulties surface most,noticeably.

Greathouse also gives

an indication of the Value of an early foreign1 'language experience being

instrumental in the development of general verbal ability.

16
.

In view of th

evidence provided by the literature on early foreign'

i1

e.

.
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o

learning, the New School decided to add the teaching of a foreign language

to its curriculum.

It was not'a decision broughi,about by the desire of
1

'merely 'anding a useful occupation for the students or by the desire of

appearing more sophisticated than a state'institution still in its,fhfancy,

but rather by the potential:that a foreign,langnage offering has to cam-

,.

plement and stregthen the schogl's,existing curriculum.

In many waYS, the

methodology used in'the teachinvo fFreach reflects the stated philosophy

of the school and, even at times, had to readjust some of its facets in(

order not to contradict the school's adopted procedures.

When this decision was made, a French aiid Psychology major at the

University ofArkansas was hirea as ifiStructor and Wmeans of a course-

°in Special InVestigations, worked to reSearch and eStablish a suitable
-

and competent curriculum for Spring 1975.

The clsses taught consisted of

/
..'

four groups of kindergartners ivho met for a half hour a.day, three days a

.week, and six.groups of Pceschoolers who.met'for fifteen minutes a-week.

The'classes'-,relative small number (8 maximum) were reinforced by the fact

2

.

.3
a°

wt.
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that participation in the private instition's curficulum was not an

obligation but, more often than not, a pleasurable experience.

The

students' age provided only a minimum of inhibitions and, as scholarship

has shown (see above), a greater eaie with sound.repetiti 6\
n.

In this

matter, it is important to note that the teaching of French,, in its

inception, was intended and still, indeed figures as being integrated into

'the school's specified goals to achieve a high Mlevelopmentin verbal

skills:

the efforts_put forward for the acquisition of skills in one

language should be profitable and mutually-beneficial for the acquisition

of skills in the other.

Before more intricate sentences were to be iiresented, it was, of

course, logical:to start with the teaching of simple words for which

the method of presentation wat to be Purposely:" varied.

In keeping with

NitComb'S and ilicker's findings17 and With Adkin's description in. 1970

d a preschool language Module,18 that visual Stimuli were superior to

.verbal ones, all new'words presented were inmediately reinforced by their

13
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corresponding pictorial presentation.

Initially, the words to be taught

numbered 60 and consisted of 10 colors, 4 emotions (fAché, content, triste,

étonné...), 6 names of rooms and an ddentical number of miscellaneous items

(la fleur, la table, la chaise, etc...), a dozen names of parts of the

body, 8naznes offoods and 14 animis., In addition, the children mastered

the numbers 1-100 in French.

Once the pro'Iun wa

set, the number of items

in eich category was extended to a total of 85 and 2 dozen sentence

utterances, such as "Je m'appelle" "Bonjour" "Qu'est-ce que c'est"etc...

were adaed while-the counting was reduced to 1-20.

The braod topics (body

parts, anima'1S,'foOd and drinks, people-and ihdoor and outdoor things),

were chosen by the studentS, discovered, as it was, during a free drawing

class.

these

Besides discovering a great deal about the children themselves,

drawing; pointed out-their interests and served already as pictorial

-demonstration items.

During thiS process, the insistence on the correct

colors in their drawings naturally exhibited an area of interest which was

promptly added to the list:

14
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Obviously, the main problem when dealing with children of this age

is their attention span.

Moieover, in a situation where homework or

actual reflective woks are non-existent, all instruction and learning

must be achieved during the relatively short class meeting.

It is, there-

fore, imperative that the time spent be at maximum efficiency on the student's

part both in terms of content and intensity.

Finally,,while enthusiasts

of audio- ingual-and related methodologies have attempted to artificially

establish a mental environment where rational interference is kept at a

-mi7dmum and where spontaneity is most cherished, dhildren of this age can

easiest be placed in situatiom where such negative effects can be kept to

a minimum.

It was decided, and later proved accurate, that the three

problems mentioned above, compactnesr of instruction, short attention-span

of children and excessive rational interference_would best be dealt with

through game-playing.

As illustrations, some descriptions as to how

4

specific items were introducei follow:

Colors
1

,

<

Start With a few at a time, maybe rouge,.'orange and jaulit,

15-
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but keep a color Chart of them all on the wall.

1)

Using magic markers; hold one up at a. time.

Whoever can call

out the correct color in French is allowedto hold the magic marker.

0

This

"prize" plus encouragement seems to be tremendously reinforcing.

)

Reverse the procedure when all magic markers are being held.

object now is to get rid of all magic markers.

The

They can be given back one

at a time as the ciwc., color is said aloud.

)

lay out the magic markers in the middle of a table.

Call out the

name in French while the children reach oui and grab the correct color.

This

game has to be discontinued when they know the colors too well because of

the fights over who got there first.

It is great for'small numbers of

beginners.

)

Lay out all of the magic markers and ask eachchild in turn what
-

his favorite colors ard. Go around in a circle with the teacher taking a

turn also...,

Animals
.

-

n a shoe box place cards on which there is written -the French name of

16
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an animal and an accompanying picture.

ichmann) 16

Have one child draw a card and

pantomime the animal it portrays. -The first child to-guess correctly gets

to be the next actor.

have been standardized.

This game is most effective when the pantomimes

Also, when two or more children yell out the

--correct-answer-at-the-same-time- it---iS-better-to-letthe-actor-be-the-tie-

breaker.

Fewer arguments result over who said the right answer first when

this practice is utilized.

Review Drill

BING:

This game is a form of Bingo in which eaal box-On a score card''

has a-number and-a picture corresponding to a French vocabulary word.

The

teacher draws-a card which has a number and a.letter, for example, N-21.

Everyone looks for N-21 and iaentifies the picture in French (le lapin) for

which they receive a marker to cover the square on the scorecara. A straight
line in any direction is BING or a win.

For variation and,for students who,

knaw the vocabulary very well and are becoming bored by the game, the

numbers are given in French.

To-mdnimi

the feeling that somebody nost"
0

me usually Cover all twerity squares on eacil card.

17

This a go is a far better
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vocabuaary review.

Better results can be obtained if the markers are handed

out by the teacher rather than picfced up by the children.

In this way

correct pronunciation can be insisted upon before they receive the marker.

If they take it themselves, they will not repeat the word or correct their

errors.
\

It'is to be remembered that Only a few words are presented at a time and

are stressed again regularly by being incorporated into other subjects under

presentation.

As ig evident from such games, animation is,an essential 4

4aspect of the lesson objectives:

physical activities increase ...the attention
,

span and allow "natural", spont,aneous forces to emerge through the excitement

produced by the challenges in games.19 _Challenges 'to win the game,.20 allied
,

to a natural competitive'situation'among youngsters, seemed to provide enough

of a reward to make outside reinforcement superfluousa desirable effect since

reinforcements for correct answers such-as tokens or candies might be

disruptive to New School policies.

Even iw'situations Where competition 4'as

not involved, physical movements and animated behaviors were importan-U
_

18
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,

adjuncts to effective teaching.

Thus, learning to count in French was best

achieved when accompanied by a rhythnt hand-clapping:

21

T.

Frequent repetition carefully balanced by introduction of new material

should also be rythmically interspaced.

In order to avoid boredom, confusion

and frustration which often resulted during the presentation of new items,

-'the instructot reverted frequently to familiar.:material.

This strategy

restored confidence as was evidenced by the fact that the children-did not

mind repeatedly reprOducing known patterns providecLthey were presented-

enthusiasticallys' This procedureseemed tobe preferable even though the

,

number of new items to be introduced was at times severly curtailed.

.

When hesitations'orrecall.troubles eXisted, beginning fragments
0

or cues given by the instructot or, better, by a fellow

:

-

student, were found to be highly appropriate.22

fitgAin, the impottant factor

was not to allow the animation to dwindle or the youngsters

involvement to relax.

dynamic

This factor i%s so imperative that lesion plans often

11.

had

to be relegated to the realm,of good intentions and not followed

Ford, Eichmannj 19

rigidly.

Nbre often than not

repetition or improvisation were more in

order than the strict adherence to detailed plans.

a seemingly paradoxical situation:

This decision led to

a class that was conducted in both a

(

leisurely and dynamic fashion.

In summary, the learning experiences at that age seemed to have been

'enthusiastic and productive.

It was felt that the foreign language

experience has improved intangihijities such as general verbal acquisition'
,

skills; but more measurably,:: elements qf the established.curricalum, where

Values and customs of other countries are studied, mere strengthened.and
-

reinforced.

The foreign language experience also integrated -prevailing

-

and accepted instructional modes Such as-hand coordination and artistic self,

expfession into the methodology of the New School.

Nbreover, the director

'of the'New School had dhe courage and foresight to respond to an old and

often deplorable state of affairs as eVidenced by the laMent of.Futerman.

(1968):, "Despite active research findings on the advisability of teaching

foreign Languages to the kindergarten, such teaching is becoming increasingly

rare.
-
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In no way do we call for an effort to make all pre-schooreducation
#

bilingual.

Arkahsas does not pogSess the same heritage as Louisiana, the

New ,England. States or South Texas.

We do suggest that the foreign ,language

experience as presented In the New School'has-been appreciably beneficial
16,

to its students.

Incomplete and inc6nclusive.testing evidence already seem

,to show that New Sdhool graduates are%superior adhievers in Verbal and

,r

creative skills..

However, plans'are now being made to institute more

objective and controlled testing procedures in.an attempt to provide

additional evidence regarding the effects of an early=foreign language

experience.
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